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Abstract
Due to the proliferation of harmful content and its ability to spread
quickly and bring forth strong reactions, hate speech detection has
emerged as a significant area of research today. However, most of the
efforts regarding the variety and volume of hate speech are limited to
English. Additionally, with social media platforms having a semiautomatic setup of flagging and removing explicit hate speech, it is
challenging to build a dataset containing a large amount of hate. In
addition to direct hate speech made by a user, there are also instances of
instigation/provocation that tread that line of what is hateful or not. Such
content usually contains implicit/covert language that is not easily
detected as hate while still managing to convey a hateful sentiment and/or
stir a hateful response from other members of the user&#39;s network. In
this work, we combine to tackle three challenges -- a) developing a largescale dataset for multilingual hate speech in India setting, b) identifying
provocative content from Twitter, c) incorporating network signals for
hate speech detection. We curate and annotate a dataset of 66,493 tweets
focused majorly around national and international socio-political issues.
In addition to the tweets, we also look at the social network to understand
the influence of endogenous signals, banking on the follower-followee
relations to help determine hateful content. Finally, we present HADES, a
deep learning model that incorporates tweets as well as the activity history
of the first level network to interpret signals from the exposure of the
users. Through topic specific results, we show that the inference of signals
for unknown data can be improved by including data that is topologically
or contextually relevant. We also study the impact of various factors that
relate to the task , finally preferring the tweet features, hashtag signals and
network activity history.

